How to Play Trente Quarantene
Trente Quarante, or Rouge et Rouge, is a popular 17th-century playing card game of French
origin commonly played with black-shafted cards and a specially designated table. It is
relatively seldom found at US casinos, though quite popular in many European casinos,
particularly in Italy, France, and Monaco. The origin of the game is probably as a result of an
accident during the printing process. As the printing press was used, the cards might have
been cut with too short edges, and when the press was turned on, the short edges turned
into an edge that curled up into a quilt.
Today, guarantee means "cheap" in Italian. A typical game consists of seven cards - three
from each player's hand and five from the dealer's deck. A player may remove any of the
cards from his or her hand and take one from the dealer's deck immediately to use as a
starting hand. Otherwise, each player has seven cards to use in his or her betting round.
The goal of the Trente quarante game is to be the first player to get all of the cards from each
discard pile, or "quattro" in Italian. At the start of each betting round, each player receives five
cards face down from the deck. The dealer then puts the cards into the middle of the betting
round, face up, in front of them. Each player then chooses a hand, or "partie," from the cards
at the table and places their card on the table next to the dealer's card. Players then place
their bets according to the order printed on their cards.
The starting hand doesn't always have to show a card. In a twelve-handed quarante game,
the starting hand could be a single card from either the dealer's hand or the starting seven
cards. In a seven-card hand, the starting hand could either be a single card from either the
dealer's hand or the seven cards in the main betting round.
Most tournaments include a brief explanation of the rules before the game begins. However,
in most tournaments (and for regular poker games as well), this explanation is simply a
sentence or two listed on the side of each card. In all cases, the basic betting rules are the
same for all quarante games: players must raise and call the bet (buy) before the final bet
(lay). After the final bet has been placed, all players must return all cards to the deck. Before
the cards are put into the pot, the dealer will announce (via his or her microphone) which
player has raised the most hands and who has lost the most hands.
In traditional quarante games, the winning hand usually comes down to a certain card
combination. The major differences between the two versions of the game are the way in
which players act out the betting action and the way in which cards are scored. Traditional
guarantee simply requires that you bet at least once for every single card dealt and that you
call (raise) the bet when you believe that your opponents have just discarded a card. The
scoring works differently in both versions. For example, in traditional poker you count your
total hands and then calculate your points (VP) based on how many of your total hands have
been dealt and how many free cards you have accessed.

With traditional poker you also have an option to double your bet if you think that your
opponents have discarded a specific card. When you win a hand (even a losing hand, in
some cases), you can bet the same amount as you would for the traditional poker hand, i.e.
no free cards. This ensures that you only lose money if you are incorrect, as with traditional
poker you can win a hand even though you have been dealt a low-grade hand. However, if
you lose a hand it is possible to still win the pot despite having bets that cover more than the
value of your actual hand.
As in the case of traditional guarantee, if you call when you believe your opponent has
discarded a card you get to keep your hand. If your opponents all bet the same amount as
you do, you fold and receive a "low" hand (also known as a "full", "triple" or "four of a kind").
You then receive the same amount of chips as everyone else who played. You must then
check to see if anyone has challenged you for a match, and if so you must announce your
intention to play "quarante". If you announce your intention to play quarante and the other
players do not challenge you, then you are then considered to have beaten them for their
hand and are awarded the pot on top.

